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RESPONDENT'SJTATFM™T of THE CASE

The Petitioner State of Minnesota omits from its Statement oijthe Case

certain facts it had previously included in its Briefs to the Minnesot
•

i Court of

Appeals and to the Minnesota Supreme Court. Although the Petitioner's
request for awrit can readily be resolved just on the absence of factual and
legal support for the Question Presented, Supreme Court Rule 15.2 6
requirement that any perceived misstatement of fact or law in the Ifetition
must be pointed out in the Respondent's Brief in Opposition necess itates the

following factual discussion.

The perceived misstatement, which Petitioner makes at leasi

implicit basis for granting the writ - see Petition at pages 12-13,

references to a"miscitation" at pages 5, 10 and 11 - is that the Sifate

merely cited the wrong statute, and had no reason to know before trial began
that it had charged an offense it could not prove. But this does nof accurately
portray the circumstances that led to Sahr's acquittal.

To begin with, the claimed miscitation is not what one woulfe typically
think of when hearing that word. The complaint's charge section,[which we
include at Respondent's Appendix (R.A.), App. 1, does not containla

typographical error, in which one or two numbers in the statutory} citation
transposed, added, or omitted, so that the Petitioner could plausibly

were

an

and the



contend that all along it was second-degree criminal sexual conduct 4at it
had intended to charge.

To the contrary, the complaint's charge-section flawlessly alleles first-
degree criminal sexual contact with aperson under age 13, citing th, first-
degree sexual contact statute, Minn. Stat. 609.342, subd. 1(a), the applicable
penalty, and even the correct MOC (Minnesota Offense Code), LIB*. See
complaint, at Respondent's Appendix O'R.A."), App. 1. Each letter ajrd
number of that code refer either to the offense title or elements, an| the code
in Sahr's complaint corresponds exactly to 609.342, subd. 1(a).1

Furthermore, despite proceedings in the trial court lasting ftree days
subsequent to the State learning it had charged an offense it could hot prove,
the prosecutor never called any witnesses to explain how or why tile first-
degree offense had been charged. |

The record strongly suggests that the prosecutor who drafe dand
signed the complaint, and the trial prosecutor, Just did not know tlat first-
degree sexual contact under Minn. Stat. 609.342, subd. 1(a) requi: •es a specific

rSeeMinn. Prosecutors Manual, at page 4-26, which can to found^t
ow ivxAiixx. ^ ..0 mi,. iia4- 0f mdes allows on 3 to see zaax

h}^™^^ ^til^Sed in ii bcomplaint,the offense code here specifies the offense Fftl0™*f&^ 'tor is morefirst-degree sexual contact with afemale under age 13 and the a,to
than 36 months older than the complainant. Acopy of page app
R.A., App. 4. f



type of contact (genital-or-anal to genital-or-anal), which was not theicontact
alleged in the complaint's probable cause statement (hand-to-genita ). The
latter is second-degree sexual contact, under Minn. Stat. 609.343, su 3d. 1(a).2

The prosecutor's misunderstanding of the law as the reason Pc titioner

went to trial on charge itcould not prove would be more evident had

Petitioner's Statement of the Case not omitted reference to the affid ivit the

trial prosecutor submitted in support of his request to the Minnesot ICourt of
Appeals for awrit of mandamus to require the District Court to sigr janew

complaint, and which Petitioner later included with its briefs to the

Minnesota Court of Appeals and the Minnesota Supreme Court.3 Tie

Petitioner sought the writ after the trial court dismissed the origin^
complaint, owing to the insufficiency of the evidence Petitioner hadjto prove

2The criminal sexual conduct statutes, Minn. Stats. 609.342 through
609 346 which charge first through fifth-degree criminal sexual coi iduct, do
not themselves define sexual contact. The definitional statute for t lese
statutes, Minn. Stat. 609.341 (2005), does that. Section 609.341 si bd 11(c)
defines sexual contact with aperson under 13, which is, wha; W9.312 subd
1(a) criminalizes as first-degree criminal sexual contact. And 609. 41, subd.
11(a) defines sexual contact for purposes of second-degree sexua c< ntact
under 609 343, subd. 1(a). We attach Minn. Stat. 609*41 (2005) a^RA App.
5-8 Minn. Stat. 609.342 (2005) at R.A., App. 9-10, and Mum. Stat. 609.343
(2005) at R.A., App. 11-12. These statutes applied to Sahr sallege! offense,
alleged to have occurred between June 23 and July 21, 2006.

3The affidavit gives the prosecutor's account of the events trjat led to
Sahr's acquittal.



the charged offense. In his affidavit, the prosecutor says that on Fet ruary 13,

2009 the trial judge's law clerk phoned him to discuss the proposed jiry

instruction from Minnesota Criminal Jury Instruction Guide (CRIM JIG)

12.07. See Pros. Aff., at R.A., App. 14, para. 3.4 The prosecutor thus knew

four days before trial began that the CRIMJIG for first-degree sexu|l contact
applied.

And the prosecutor also knew from his conversation with the Judge's

law clerk that CRIMJIG 12.07 specified as the contact required genjtal-or-
anal to genital-or-anal. Pros. Aff., at R.A., App. 14., para. 3. Butthfe

prosecutor told the law clerk that this language should be stricken, and

replaced with language describing the contact as hand-to-genital. (Inly at the
prosecutor's request did the court then substitute hand-to-genital intact for
what CRIMJIG 12.07 specifies as the necessary form of contact. Pr ds. Aff., at

R.A., App. 14, para. 3. Another section of the prosecutor's affidavi; —

likewise not referenced in the Petitioner's Statement of the Case 4 further

demonstrates the prosecutor's awareness that it was first-degree

contact that the complaint charged, even though the probable caus

s< ixual

4The Minnesota Supreme Court's opinion in Sahr's case incljides
CRIMJIG 12.07, and its language specifying the offense elements
degree criminal sexual contact. State v. Sahr, 812 N.W.2d 83, 87
2012), at Petitioner's App. 7.

or first-

4 (Minn.r



statement alleged facts sufficient to prove only second-degree sexual contact.

As pointed out in the Minnesota Supreme Court's opinion, the trial court

distributed on the first day of trial, and before jury-selection began, >roposed

jury instructions, which included an offense-elements instruction laleled

"CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE FIRST DEGREE - SEX1

CONTACT - COMPLAINANT UNDER 13 - ELEMENTS." State v.

N.W.2d at 86-87, at Petitioner's App. 7.5

The trial court had worded the contact-element in this instru< tion to

specify hand-to-genital contact as the proof required, based on the trosecutor

having earlier requested this during his phone conversation with ti ejudge's

law clerk. But it was nonetheless significant that, despite the bold

describing the offense charged in the complaint as first-degree sexukl contact,

the prosecutor still did not realize, before trial began, that the com|laint
charged an offense that the evidence he would be presenting would not prove.

The prosecutor in his affidavit in effect confirmed that it was|his lack of
understanding of the law that prevented him from acting before tr al began to

address the discrepancy between the State's proof and the charged offense.

He states that after reviewing the instructions the court had distributed the

JAL

Sahr, 812

5We provide this instruction in our Appendix, R.A., A13.



morning of trial ". . .your Affiant believed the Judge's proposed jury

instructions correctly reflected the law and the charges against the

defendant;" R.A., App. 14-15, para. 4.

Another statement the Petitioner makes that does not accuratlly

represent the record below appears at page 14, n.7 of the Petition. Ttiere,

Petitioner appears to couch its concession that it could not prove the

first-degree offense as something other than what it was. Until no^

Petitioner has never contested it made this concession.6 But Petitioier now

seeks to distance itself from it, and in an inadequate and meaningless way, by

claiming that it had sufficient evidence to prove the lesser offense o| second-
degree criminal sexual contact. Petition, page 14, n.7. But as the Ilinnesota

• In its Brief to the Minnesota Court of Appeals, Petitioner re ferred at
page 29 to ". . .the respondent's and prosecutor's acknowledgment tmt no
Ividence ofgenital to genital contact existed and thatthe.Slate id,£ mend
to present nonexistent evidence. .."(emphasis added). In its Brie to the
Minnesota Supreme Court, at page 18, Petitioner said, mreference to what
would have happened had it put on acase, that "At that point in tb
proceedings since the State would have presented no evidence ofger ital to
genUal contact, but would have presented the victim stestimony at
Respondent touched her on her vagina with his hand the jury wou. havhad
arational basis to find the respondent not guilty on the greater cot nt and
guilty on the lesser included count of sexual conduct mthe second legree
Emphasis added). Furthermore, neither the opinions of the Minn, sota Court
of Appeals nor the Minnesota Supreme Court in Sahr scase make any
reference that the State was now somehow disputing that it had c< needed it
could not prove the type of contact required to convict on the char^ ed first-
degree sexual contact offense. |



Supreme Court opinion points out, once the trial court decided that |he State
could not amend the complaint, and that no lesser-included offense

instruction would be given, it was irrelevant that the State could prbve

second-degree criminal sexual contact. State v. Sahr, 812 N.W.2d a| 90-91, at

Petitioner's App. 16-18.

ARGUMENT

Tfo^nndpnt had no le™l defense to assert before trial.

The short answer to the Petitioner's request that this Court drant the

writ to address whether adefendant who had alegal defense to thJ charge,
did not raise it before trial, and then went to trial and obtained adisposition

the defendant claims created double-jeopardy protection, is that Satir had no
legal defense to raise. The issue he could have raised before trial, jhe
insufficiency of the evidence stated in the complaint's probable-caJse
statement, involves the proof that may be presented and its suffici mcy, not a

legal defense. One need go no further than the very decision the Fetitioner

cites in support of its request for awrit, Sanabria v. United States, 437 U.S.

54 (1978), to see the lack of legal support for granting it.

In Sanabria, the trial court acquitted the defendant of open .ting an

illegal gambling business. It did so after having erroneously exch ded

evidence supporting one theory of guilt (numbers betting), and fnjding the



evidence supporting the other theory (horse betting) insufficient. 43 7U.S. at

59. But because it acquitted Sanabria on the remaining horse-bettrjg
evidence, the acquittal was unreviewable. Id., 68-69, 74. Sanabria,

concluding its legal analysis of this issue, noted that the case did no

the situation the Solicitor General in Serfass v. United States, 420 U.S. 377

(1975) had posited, and as to which Serfass said itwould intimate no view.

That hypothetical scenario is what forms the basis for Question Presented by

Petitioner.

The issue inSerfass was whether the dismissal before trial of

indictment alleging failure to report for military induction gave th<j defendant
double-jeopardy protection, where the court had premised the dismissal on a
legal defense —that the defendant had submitted information to :he draft

board establishing a case for conscientious-objector status. Id., at 389.

Serfass found no double-jeopardy protection because jeopardy had tot
attached when the court dismissed the indictment. 420 U.S. at 38|-90.
Serfass said that the legal defense had been raised before trial precisely

because it was unrelated to factual guilt, and that the offense-relajed facts
would not have been of any assistance in determining the legal defense's

after

; present

an

validity. Id., at 389.

Sanabria said that its facts did not presentthe Serfass hype thetical



because Sanabria did not have alegal defense: "Unlike questions a<l to
whether an indictment states an offense, astatute is unconstitution al, or the

conduct in the indictment violates the statute, what proof may be pi esented

to support avalid indictment and the proofs sufficiency are not leg|l
defenses required or even capable of being resolved before trial." 4^7 U.S. at
77. In all these examples, "... aruling in the defendant's favor con .pletely

precludes conviction, at least on the indictment." Id.

Sanabria added that even if the language in the indictment Jbout
numbers betting had been struck before trial, no "legal" reason woi Id have

existed to prevent Sanabria's conviction at trial. 437 U.S. at 77. Smabria
said "The acquittal resulted from the insufficiency of the Governm. ait's

proof at trial to establish [Sanabria's] connection with the gamblin %
business, as the trial judge erroneously understood it to have been;charged."

Id. Sanabria concluded that the ". ..Government's real quarrel iJwith the
judgment of acquittal. While the numbers evidence was erroneoujly
excluded, the judgment of acquittal produced thereby is final and

unreviewable." Id.

The trial court in Sahr's case acquitted him on the same balls the trial
court in Sanabria acquitted, insufficiency of the State's evidence jo prove the
offense charged. The insufficient evidence involved, as in SanabAa, aproof
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issue, not a legal question. And had it been raised before trial, it wbuld not

have completely precluded a conviction, even on the complaint.

For example, if Sahr had raised the before trial a probable-ca Lise issue,

the State could have freely amended under Minn. Rule ofCriminalprocedure

3.04, subd. 2(b)'s provision that". . . the evidence presented establishes

probable cause to believe that the defendant has committed a different

offense from that charged . . . ." See also, State v. Alexander, 290 N W.2d 745,

748 (Minn. 1980) (Under Rule 3.04, subd. 2, the State before trial rjay freely
amend the complaint).7 I

Here, just as in Sanabria, the Petitioner's real quarrel is witll the

acquittal. Although the trial court's rulings in Sahr's case that led to his

acquittal were not erroneous, even if they were, as in Sanabria, any error in

the rulings that underpinned it cannot affect its finality. 437 U.S. jkt 75.

One ofthe legal defenses Sanabria lists, the conduct in the irfdictment

7Rule 3.04 subd. 2 does not mean that every motion to amen< before
trial must be granted. The court has discretion to deny amendmen ;s made
under circumstances that prejudice the defendant. State v. Baxter, 686
N.W.2d 846, (Minn. App. 2004) (No abuse of discretion in denying stubstantive
amendment made the morning of trial where State had been derelict in not
having made the motion sooner). But as the Petitioner itself point^ out, the
pre-trial hearing at which a probable cause motion could have beeri made was
August 4, 2008. Petition, p. 5. The trial did not start until February 17,
2009. No basis that Minnesota case law has recognized for denying an
amendment sought prior to trial would have been available to preclude an
amendment sought at least a reasonable interval before trial. I
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does not violate the statute, sounds somewhat like the absence ofpiobable

cause, which was the challenge Sahr did not make pre-trial. But Sc nabria

lists this as a legal defense because ofthe nature ofan indictment i: 1the

federal system. Unlike in Minnesota, where a prosecutor before trill may

freely seek asubstantive amendment to acomplaint, a federal prosecutor

may amend an indictment only to correct matters of form. Stewart b- United

States, 395 F.2d 484, 487 (8th Cir. 1968). (A defendant has the Fifth

Amendment right to presentment to the grandjury ofall offense el<

and the Sixth Amendment right to be informed of the nature and

ments,

of thec; .use

accusation). In Minnesota, therefore, a complaint not stating probJble cause

does not present a legal defense that would, if raised before trial, c( mpletely

preclude a conviction, even on the complaint.

Another legal defense listedin Sanabria is that the indictme it does not

state an offense. Petitioner at page 12 of its Petition claims that ti e

complaint did not state an offense, despite arguing in the Minnesota Supreme

Court that it did. The complaint stated an offense because it charged first-

degree sexual contact, which Minn. Stat. 609.342, subd. 1(a) make! acrime.

The facts alleged just didnot state probable cause for that offense. The

Minnesota Supreme Court had no difficulty finding that the compl aint

charged first-degree criminal sexual contact. (". . . we can only coiclude that
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the dismissal ofthe State's original complaint was a resolution ofthfe factual

elements of first-degree criminal sexual conduct.") Sahr, 812 N.W.Sjd at 92.

Petitioner's App. 19.8 |

Because Sahr had no legal defense to raise before trial that w >uld have

precluded a conviction completely, oreven on the complaint had it t een

amended before trial, his case presents no occasion for review bythjs Court to

decide the hypothetical put by the Solicitor General in Serfass.

Petitioner, however, also claims that Sahr's case is like Unitel

States v. Scott, 437 U.S. 82 (1978), in that Sahr supposedly asserts iouble

jeopardy protection not because the State failed to prove his guilt, out

because of a legal issue having nothing to do with the sufficiency ofjthe

State's proof. Petition, 13. Petitioner also says no acquittal resulte d

because the court did not suppress evidence, did not evaluate the e idence

before dismissing, and no risk existed that Sahr would be convictec. Petition,

8And even if the complaint in Sahr's case could somehow be onstrued
as not charging an offense, Minn. Rule ofCriminal Procedure 10.0: , subd. 2
required the court to notice at any time during the pendency of the proceeding
a complaint's failure to charge an offense. And Rule 17.06, subd. 3 permits
the defendant, at any time during the pendency ofthe proceedings to object
that the complaint fails to charge an offense. Hence, nobasis exist 3d for
finding that Sahr waived double jeopardy protection onthe suppos id basis
that he failed to assert before trial that the complaint did not char je an
offense.
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pages 13-15. But these arguments are misplaced because they rest Ion the

premise that what happened in Sahr's case was something other th m an

acquittal premised on insufficient evidence to convict, and which m; ide all

preceding rulings, correct or not, irrelevant to the acquittal's validity and

finality.

United States v. Scott, id., has no relevance. In Scott, the dist "ict court

dismissed the indictment after jeopardy had attached because it found pre-

indictment delay, a legal issue the defense had asserted via motions made

before and during trial. But because that ruling involved no detera ination of

guilt or non-guilt, Scott had no double jeopardy protection. 437 U.S

98.

at 82, 96,

And evidence does not have to be suppressed in order for a dismissal

1after jeopardy has attached to have been based on insufficient evide ice, and

to thus constitute an acquittal. In Sahr's case, evidence did not hav 3to be

suppressed to make the State's case insufficient. Petitioner lacked Jufficient

evidence from the start.

Nor does it matter, since Sahr was acquitted, that the trial cofirt did

not "evaluate" the State's evidence before dismissing. There was nothing to

evaluate, since the State conceded it could not prove the only offensi sit could

proceed on after attachment of jeopardy. And allowing the Petitioner to put
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the eight-year old complainant on the stand to testify, where the St; te, in

light of the court's rulings, had no basis to obtain a conviction, wouL . have

been a meaningless ritual, and unfair to the complainant. And ever! if these

rulings were erroneous, they do not vitiate the acquittal.9 I

Petitioner also argues no double jeopardy protection exists heie because

Sahr was never at risk of being convicted. Again, this just seeks to avoid the

rule that an acquittal cannot be challenged by attacking the rulingsithat led

to it. In any event, Sahr was at risk of being convicted subsequent 1:>

jeopardy attaching. Of course, he could not be convicted of an offem e the

State could not prove, but no guarantee existed that the court would make

rulings the rulings it did, precluding the State from adding a second-degree

sexual contact charge, and denying the State's request for an instruction on

a lesser-included offense.

Petitioner seeks review ofState-law procedural rulings.

The trial court's rulings leading to the acquittal are not reviewable,

but even if they were, they present questions of State law, not feder d

9See Fong Foo v. United States, 369 U.S. 141, 143 (1962), whi
the defendant's acquittal unreviewable even though it accepted the
Appeals's holding that the trial court lacked the authority to enter
judgment of acquittal before the Government completed its case,
had erred in directing a verdict in the defendant's favor because it
believe the Government's initial witnesses.

h ruled

Dourt of

anl that it

notc id
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statutory or
constitutional law. And even if these rulings are not adequate

Court'sand independent State grounds to support the Minnesota Supreme

decision, what Petitioner asks would place this Court in the untenable
•

position of reviewing State procedural-law questions, and telling Mnnesota
how to apply those laws. This Court, however, defers to State court swhen it
comes to how their laws should be applied. Mullaney v. Wilbur, 42jU.S. 684,

691 (1975).

Just how problematic the Petitioner's request for review is bdcomes

apparent when one realizes what it is Petitioner wants this Court jo do upon
review. Petitioner wants this Court to tell the Minnesota SupremJ Court that
aprobable cause motion is a"legal defense," and that Minnesota courts have
no discretion to let adefendant who did not challenge probable cai se before

trial point out at trial that the State cannot prove what it has chaJged, and
that atrial court cannot make the rulings made here on amending and lesser-

included instructions. Even if these rulings were reviewable, sup. rintending

how State trial-courts exercise their discretion in these matters hfs not been
a priority for this Court.

PetitUmtrndz^^

The Petitioner's request for review also implicitly seeks, via

into the rulings that led to the acquittal, to have this Court

delving

deterfnine that a
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defendant has some obligation to assist the State in prosecuting hirfi, such as

by notifying the State ofproof problems before trial. But the State has the

burdento prove guilt, and the defendant has no obligation to assistithe State

in meeting its burden, which would have been the only purpose in tpis case for

making a pre-trial motion to dismiss the complaint for lack ofprob; ble cause.

And imposing this obligation infringes a defendant's Sixth Amendrient right

to the assistance of counsel. But these issues were not developed ldgally or

factually in the trial court, and the Minnesota Supreme Court declined to

reach them because they were unreviewable in light of the acquitti

The Petition particularly loses focus when it says that "the trial

court's ruling in this case is "not dissimilar from that of the trial co irt" in

Evans v. Michigan, 491 Mich. 1, 810 N.W.2d 535 (2012), cert, grant id, 132

S.Ct. 2753 (June 11, 2012). Petition, page 6, n.5. If Sahr's case we:e really

like Evans, the Statewould have phrased its Question Presented t| seek

review on the question presented in Evans.

That question is whether the Double Jeopardy Clause bars rttrial after

the trial judge erroneously holds aparticular fact to be an offense ilement,

and then grants a directed verdict at trial because the prosecutionldid not

prove that fact. The trial court in Sahr's case did not add any elenjents. It
I

determined that Petitioner could not prove all the elements ofthe bffense it
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had charged.

No split in authority exists to review.

The cases Petitioner cites at pages 15-20 of its Petition do notfehow that

the Minnesota Supreme Court has decided an important question off federal

law in away that conflicts with decisions of other State courts and Afederal

courtofappeals. The cases Petitioner cites have no relevance becatfee they

are either factually or legally distinguishable from the fact-based acjmittal

that occurred in Sahr's case, or both.

The Minnesota Supreme Court's decision in Sahr's case does lot

conflict with Arizona v. Rumsey, 467 U.S. 203 (1984). Rumsey, as did Sahr,

applied the rule that an erroneous ruling that leads to an acquittal bn the

merits does not deprive the acquittal ofdouble-jeopardy protection. Id., at

211. And no need exists to explain again why the decision in Sahr'J case does

not conflict with Sanabria. I

In United States v. Kehoe, 516 F.2d 78 (5th Cir. 1975), the tria judge

acquitted Kehoe, after the State had put in its case, because the inc ictment

failed to charge an offense. The defense had waited until trial to assert that

legal defense. The Fifth Circuit reversed, citing Serfass's reference to a

hypothetical situation about the unavailability of double-jeopardy Irotection if

the legal defense could have been raised before trial but was not. ljut the
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Fifth Circuit reversed because it determined that the district court r ad not

acquitted Kehoe, since the district court had not made a determination that
I

the facts were insufficient to convict. 516 F.2d at 82-83, 86. But Sabfr had no

legal defense to assert, and the court acquitted him based on insufficient

evidence. \

The unpublished decision in United States v. Miles, 327 Fed. ippx. 797

(C.A. 10 Okla) has no relevance because, unlike in Sahr's case, the cjmrt

premised the acquittal on a legal issue.

People v. Key, 391 N.Y.S.2d 781 (N.Y. 1976) held that Key's nc

asserting before trial the information's failure to allege a fact essent Lai to the

DWI charge meant that the dismissal the court granted him did not

double-jeopardy protection. But Petitioner in citing this case make:

mistake it made in the Minnesota Supreme Court, which is to ignorfe the New

York Court of Appeals's later decision in Key. See, People v. Key, 45jN.Y2d

111, 408 N.Y.S.2d 16, 379 N.E.2d 1147 (N.Y. 1978).

The later decision came from New York's equivalent to the Minnesota

Supreme Court, and hence superseded the lower appellate court delision. The

later Key decision can be readily distinguished from Sahr's case. Itprst says

that Key waived the information's defect because he did not assert |t before

trial. 379 N.E.2d at 116. But in Sahr's case, the judge allowed Sail to raise

implicate

the same
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at trial the proof-deficiency issue evident in the complaint. Petition, page 5.
I

And even more importantly, the later Key decision ruled that doubly jeopardy

did not apply because Key had requested dismissal on grounds thatkiid not

involve a determination of guilt or non-guilt. Id., at 120.

The New Mexico Supreme Court in County ofLos Alamos v. Tapia, 109

N.M. 736, 790 P.2d 1017 (1990) cites Serfass and United States v. Kehoe in its

opinion deciding that a mid-trial ruling finding the defendant's arretet illegal,

and that the resulting evidence had to be suppressed, did not acquit

and that double jeopardy thus did not apply. 790 P.2d at 1022-23, 1

Tapia,

25. But

because Tapia did not involve an acquittal, orthe availability ofa ldpal

defense - Tapia said suppression went to the availability of evidenc i, not its

sufficiency - Serfass's dicta had no applicability. Tapia hence cannJt be

viewed as having resolved in the State's favor the Serfass hypotheti :al.

State v. White, 860 S.W.2d 805 (Mo. 1993) did not involve a d: smissal

for insufficient evidence to convict, but instead a legal challenge that; the

information was defective because it charged an attempt while alleg ing a

completed act. Id., at 806. But the law permitted the offense to be illeged

this way, so the information was not deficient. White therefore saidjthe

State's pre-trial appeal, taken after jeopardy had attached, presented no

double-jeopardy concern because White had requested dismissal on grounds
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unrelated to factual guilt.

People v. Deems, 410 N.E.2d 8 (111. 1980) does not assistPetitioner. The

court and the parties in Deems knew before trial began, and thus before

jeopardy attached, that the State could not prove its case, yet the jiidge forced

the State to begin the trial, which ended up being a sham proceedi: lg.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons given in the precedingArgument, Respondeat Sahr

requests that this Court deny the Petition for a Writ of Certiorari.
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